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Rigorously comparing gene expression and chromatin accessibility in the same single
cells could illuminate the logic of how coupling or decoupling of these mechanisms
regulates fate commitment. Here, we present MIRA: Probabilistic Multimodal Models for
Integrated Regulatory Analysis, a comprehensive methodology that systematically
contrasts transcription and accessibility to infer the regulatory circuitry driving cells
along developmental trajectories. MIRA leverages joint topic modeling of cell states and
regulatory potential modeling of individual gene loci. MIRA thereby represents cell states
in an efficient and interpretable latent space, infers high fidelity lineage trees, determines
key regulators of fate decisions at branch points, and exposes the variable influence of
local accessibility on transcription at distinct loci. Applied to epidermal maintenance
differentiation and embryonic brain development from two different multimodal
platforms, MIRA revealed that early developmental genes were tightly regulated by local
chromatin landscape whereas terminal fate genes were titrated without requiring
extensive chromatin remodeling.

Main
Profiling both expression and chromatin accessibility in the same single cells1–5 opens an
unprecedented opportunity to understand the interaction of transcriptional and epigenetic
mechanisms driving cells along developmental continuums. While many computational methods
analyze expression and accessibility separately, several recent algorithms have adopted joint
analysis where the cells are projected onto a shared latent space based on both data
modalities, which better captures the biological structure of the data6–11. However, the field lacks
tools that go beyond visualization and clustering to rigorously contrast transcription and
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accessibility in each single cell to illuminate the complex regulatory circuitry driving
developmental fate decisions.
Integrated analysis of global transcriptional and accessibility states across
developmental trajectories would enable discovery of key regulators controlling fate decisions at
lineage branch points. At the gene level, examining the dynamics of transcription versus
chromatin accessibility proximal to the gene locus may reveal how these mechanisms interact to
regulate distinct gene modules. Certain genes may be regulated by cis-regulatory elements that
are simultaneously activated as they become accessible, whereas others may be regulated by
elements whose accessibility and activation are decoupled12,13. Determining the logic of which
genes are regulated by each of these distinct mechanisms may provide insight into the patterns
of pathways that demand tight spatiotemporal regulation versus signal responsivity.
Here, we present MIRA: Probabilistic Multimodal Models for Integrated Regulatory
Analysis, a comprehensive methodology that systematically contrasts transcription and
accessibility to determine the regulatory circuitry driving cells along developmental continuums.
MIRA leverages joint topic modeling of cell states and regulatory potential (RP) modeling of
individual gene loci. MIRA thereby represents cell states in an efficient and interpretable latent
space, infers high fidelity lineage trees, determines key regulators of fate decisions at branch
points, and exposes the variable influence of local accessibility on transcription at distinct loci.
We applied MIRA to an epidermal maintenance differentiation3 and brain developmental
system14 assayed by multimodal single cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) and Assay for
Transposase-Accessible Chromatin-sequencing (scATAC-seq) data from two different platforms
(SHARE-seq and 10x). In each system, MIRA constructed a high fidelity developmental
trajectory and determined the regulatory factors driving key fate decisions at lineage branch
points. Furthermore, MIRA distinguished early developmental genes that were tightly
spatiotemporally regulated by local chromatin landscape from terminal fate genes that were
permitted to remain accessible while titrated by factors with minimal impact on local chromatin,
revealing how variable regulatory circuitry coordinates fate commitment and terminal identity.

Results
MIRA leverages joint topic modeling and RP modeling to reveal the circuitry regulating
developmental trajectories
MIRA leverages joint topic modeling and RP modeling of expression and chromatin accessibility
in single cells to determine the regulatory mechanisms driving key fate decisions within
developmental continuums (Fig. 1a-b, Methods). Probabilistic topic modeling has been
employed in natural language understanding to elucidate the abstract topics that shape the
meaning of a given collection of text15. Recently, topic modeling has been applied to scRNA-seq
and scATAC-seq separately to describe either transcriptional or epigenetic cell states16,17 as
“thematic” groups of co-regulated genes or cis-regulatory elements, respectively.
MIRA’s topic model uses a variational autoencoder18 approach, intersecting deep
learning with probabilistic graphical models, to learn expression and accessibility topics defining
each cell’s identity (Extended Data Fig. 1). MIRA accounts for the distinct statistical properties of
each modality by using different generative distributions for overdispersed scRNA-seq counts
and sparse scATAC-seq data. A sparsity constraint is employed to ensure cells’ topic
compositions are coherent and interpretable19. MIRA’s Bayesian hyperparameter tuning scheme
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finds the appropriate number of topics needed to comprehensively yet non-redundantly describe
each dataset.
MIRA next combines the expression and accessibility topics into a joint representation
used to calculate a k-nearest neighbors (KNN) graph. The KNN graph is then leveraged to
construct a high fidelity lineage tree using a new method we developed to define the branch
points between lineages where the probabilities of differentiating into one terminal state
diverges from another (Extended Data Fig. 2). MIRA then contrasts the emergence of
expression and accessibility topics mapped on this lineage tree to elucidate the key regulators
driving fate decisions at the inferred lineage branch points.

Fig. 1 | Schematic of MIRA’s cell-level topic and gene-level RP models for deeply integrated analysis of single
cell multimodal transcription and accessibility data. a, MIRA harnesses a variational autoencoder18 approach to
model the transcription and chromatin accessibility topics defining each cell’s identity with a sparsity constraint to
ensure topics are coherent and interpretable19. MIRA’s hyperparameter tuning scheme learns the appropriate number
of topics needed to comprehensively yet non-redundantly describe each dataset. MIRA next combines the expression
and accessibility topics into a joint representation used to calculate a k-nearest neighbors (KNN) graph. This output
can then be leveraged for visualization and clustering, construction of high fidelity lineage trajectories, and rigorous
topic analysis to determine regulators driving key fate decisions at lineage branch points. b, MIRA’s RP model
integrates transcriptional and chromatin accessibility data at each gene locus to determine how regulatory elements
surrounding each gene influence its expression. Regulatory influence of enhancers is modeled to decay exponentially
with genomic distance at a rate learned by the MIRA RP model from the joint multimodal data. MIRA learns
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independent upstream and downstream decay rates and includes parameters to weigh upstream, downstream, and
promoter effects. MIRA quantifies the regulatory influence of local chromatin state by contrasting the true gene
expression to that which would be predicted based solely on the local accessibility state (LITE model) or an expanded
model that also includes the genome-wide accessibility state encoded by MIRA accessibility topics (NITE model).
This quantification enables MIRA to distinguish genes primarily regulated by local chromatin remodeling (LITE genes)
versus those more heavily influenced by non-local signals (NITE genes) reflected in the genome-wide accessibility
topics with minimal impact on local chromatin landscape. MIRA furthermore predicts key regulators at each locus by
examining transcription factor motif or occupancy (from ChIP-seq) enrichment within elements predicted to highly
influence transcription at that locus via a pISD approach.

Next, MIRA leverages RP modeling20,21 to integrate transcription and accessibility at the
resolution of individual gene loci to determine how regulatory elements surrounding each gene
influence its expression (Fig. 1b). While correlation between chromatin accessibility and
expression is confounded by coordinated genome-wide changes ascribed to cell state, genomic
proximity suggests a mechanistic regulatory relationship between cis-regulatory elements and
transcription. Thus, the perceived influence of cis-regulatory elements is modeled to decay
exponentially with genomic distance upstream or downstream of a transcriptional start site
(TSS) at independent rates learned by MIRA from the multimodal data. Each gene’s RP is
scored as the sum of the contribution of individual regulatory elements. MIRA predicts key
regulators at each locus by examining transcription factor motif enrichment or occupancy (if
provided chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing (ChIP-seq) data) within elements predicted
to highly influence transcription at that locus by probabilistic in silico deletion (pISD).
Furthermore, MIRA quantifies the regulatory influence of local chromatin accessibility on
gene expression by comparing the local RP model with a second, expanded model augmented
with knowledge of genome-wide accessibility states encoded by MIRA’s accessibility topics.
Genes whose transcription is sufficiently predicted by the RP model based on local accessibility
alone (±600 kilobases from the TSS) are defined as local chromatin accessibility-influenced
transcriptional expression (LITE) genes. Genes whose expression is significantly better
described by the model with genome-wide scope are defined as non-local chromatin
accessibility-influenced transcriptional expression (NITE) genes.
While LITE genes appear tightly regulated by local chromatin accessibility, the
transcription of NITE genes appears to be titrated without requiring extensive local chromatin
remodeling. MIRA defines the extent to which the LITE model over- or under-estimates
expression in each cell as “chromatin differential”, highlighting cells where transcription is
decoupled from shifts in local chromatin accessibility. MIRA examines chromatin differential
across the developmental continuum to reveal how variable circuitry regulates fate commitment
and terminal identity.
MIRA joint topic modeling determined regulators driving key fate decisions in hair follicle
differentiation
Applied to hair follicle maintenance differentiation assayed by SHARE-seq3, MIRA’s joint topic
representation constructed a lineage map whose latent structure mimicked the follicle’s true
spatial layout22,23 (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 3). MIRA’s inferred lineage tree reconstructed the
ancestral hierarchy of follicular lineages, with outer root sheath cells leading to early matrix
progenitors, which subsequently branched into descendant inner root sheath (IRS) followed by
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medulla and cortex lineages (Fig. 2b). Accurate lineage trees are a crucial prerequisite to
determining the factors directing cell fate decisions at lineage branch points.

Fig. 2 | MIRA joint topic modeling determined regulatory factors driving key fate decisions in hair follicle
differentiation. a, MIRA’s joint topic representation constructed a UMAP (right) whose structure mimicked the true
spatial layout22 (left) of the progenitor matrix cells and descendant medulla, cortex, and IRS lineages in the hair
follicle. b, (top) Diffusion pseudotime through joint KNN graph representing differentiation progress. Terminal cells
were identified using stationary states from a forward Markov chain model of differentiation. (middle) Each cell’s
probability of reaching each terminal state. (bottom) Parsed bifurcating tree structure of lineage probabilities
visualized as stream graph. Cells colored by clusters in 2a. c, Stream graph of window-averaged cell-topic
compositions as cells progress through differentiation starting from matrix cell state (see Extended Data Fig. 4a for
stream graph including outer root sheath (ORS)). Representative genes activated in expression topics and motifs
enriched in accessibility topics are depicted in boxes corresponding with the color of the source topic. Accessibility
topic a4 described a transitory accessibility state at the branch point between the medulla and cortex lineages without
any corresponding expression topic, suggesting global chromatin remodeling in progenitor matrix cells preceded
transcriptional alterations specifying each downstream lineage. d, (left) Gene set enrichment for progenitor matrix cell
expression topic e2. (right) Expression topic e2 activation or Eda expression on UMAP of joint topic representation. e,
Comparison of motif enrichment in top peaks of medulla versus cortex accessibility topics (a5 and a6, respectively).

MIRA contrasts the flow of expression and accessibility topics across the inferred
lineage tree using stream graphs24 to expose the regulatory modules driving cell fates along
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distinct developmental paths (Fig. 2c; Extended Data Fig. 4a-b, Table 1-2). Stream graphs
enable high-dimensional, multimodal comparisons along continuums. Expression topic e2
captured the transcriptional state governing progenitor matrix cells, including cell proliferation25
and Eda and Shh signaling22,26 (Fig. 2d). Thereafter, expression topic e6 described cortex
specification corresponding with activation of Notch-associated factors27. Conversely,
expression topic e4 characterized medulla specification, containing Bmp/Tgf-β-associated
factors22 aligned with enrichment of Smad5/Smad2/3 motifs in medulla-specific accessibility
topic a5 (Fig. 2e, Extended Data Fig. 4c). Comparison with cortex-specific accessibility topic a6
showed both lineages were enriched for motifs bound by canonical hair shaft regulators Lef1
and Hoxc22, with expression implicating the influence of Hoxc13 (Extended Data Fig. 5a).
Contrasting modalities, Wnt-driven accessibility topic a4 described a transitory
accessibility state at the branch point between the medulla and cortex lineages without any
corresponding expression topic (Fig. 2c, Extended Data Fig. 5b). Cell-level chromatin
remodeling in progenitor matrix cells thus preceded transcriptional alterations specifying each
downstream lineage.
MIRA RP modeling distinguished LITE versus NITE genes in the hair follicle
While most genes in the hair follicle exhibited LITE regulation with local accessibility increasing
synchronously with transcription, expression diverged from that predicted by the LITE model for
genes such as Krt23 (Fig. 3a-b, Extended Data Fig. 5c). Although local chromatin accessibility
was poorly predictive of Krt23 expression, its transcription was lineage-specific and closely
aligned with activation of accessibility topic a5, encoding a medulla genome-wide pattern of
accessibility. Consistently, Krt23 expression was more closely predicted by the NITE model
which includes these genome-wide accessibility states as features (Fig. 3c). LITE genes are
thus tightly regulated by local chromatin remodeling, whereas NITE genes are titrated without
requiring extensive local chromatin remodeling, decoupling transcription from local accessibility
(Fig. 3d).
MIRA’s “chromatin differential” mapped the extent to which local accessibility was
decoupled from transcription across the developmental trajectory (Fig. 3e-f). Although Krt23
local accessibility increased at the branch point between the medulla and cortex lineages and
remained elevated in both, it was ultimately only highly expressed in the medulla, causing high
chromatin differential that over-estimated its expression in the cortex. Krt23’s lineage-specific
expression despite accessibility in both lineages suggests its activation requires addition of a
factor that does not primarily impact transcription via remodeling local accessibility.
MIRA analysis of NITE regulation elucidated hair follicle fate commitment mechanism
At the cell level, gene expression in terminally-differentiated medulla and cortex cells exhibited
significantly more NITE regulation than gene expression earlier in hair follicle differentiation
(p<0.05, Wilcoxon) (Fig. 4a, Extended Data Fig. 5d). Often, accessibility of terminally-expressed
genes increased before fate commitment and was maintained in both subsequent lineages, but
expression activated in a lineage-specific manner only after the branch point between medulla
and cortex (Fig. 4b-c, Extended Data Fig. 5e). We used chromatin differential at the branch
point to identify genes with these “branch-primed” dynamics. While priming suggests the
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inevitability of expression, these genes indicate subsequent expression at primed loci can be
conditional, a pattern detected as strong NITE regulation.

Fig. 3 | MIRA RP modeling identified genes for which changes in expression were insufficiently explained by
local chromatin accessibility. a, LITE gene Braf or b, NITE gene Krt23 expression or local-only RP model
predictions (LITE model) on joint representation UMAP (left) and (right) chromatin accessibility tracks as cells
progressed from matrix branch into medulla or cortex states, indicating primarily LITE versus NITE regulation,
respectively. c, Joint representation UMAP colored by (left) Krt23 NITE model prediction or (right) medulla
accessibility topic a5 capturing a genome-wide chromatin state. NITE model predictions were more closely aligned
with Krt23 expression shown in 3b. d, Proposed mechanism of LITE versus NITE regulation. In LITE regulation,
expression is tightly regulated by chromatin remodeling. In NITE regulation, binding of an additional factor is required
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to enact transcription. e, LITE gene Braf or f, NITE gene Krt23 LITE versus NITE model predictions (cells colored by
gene expression) and “chromatin differential” (relative prediction of LITE versus NITE models). In chromatin
differential plots, red indicates LITE model over-estimates expression while blue indicates LITE model underestimates expression relative to NITE model.

Cell-level topic modeling also supported the pattern of primed accessibility preceding
fate commitment. For example, the dynamics of genes ultimately expressed in the cortex whose
accessibility was primed at the preceding branch point were described by cortex-specific
expression topic e6 and branch-spanning accessibility topic a4 (Fig. 4d). As previously noted,
accessibility topic a4 described a cell-wide change in chromatin state that did not correspond
with a synchronous change in expression topic influence.

Fig. 4 | Gene-level and cell-level analysis of NITE gene regulation in the hair follicle elucidated regulatory
mechanisms of fate commitment. a, (top) NITE regulation score of each cell. Genome-wide expression in darker
cells appeared to be more highly influenced by factors with minimal impact on local chromatin. b, Stream graph of
expression versus LITE model prediction of NITE gene Rnaset2b. c, (left) Regulatory classifications of medulla or
cortex terminally expressed genes based on expression and local chromatin accessibility at the branch point between
medulla and cortex lineages. Classifications colored by whether the genes were significantly upregulated in the
medulla or cortex cells. (right) Example of each classification. Genes which were accessible at the branch but not yet
highly expressed were denoted as branch-primed. d, Interaction between gene-level regulation and cell-level topics.
(top) Expression of branch-primed cortex genes increased after branch, correlating with expression topic e6. (bottom)
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LITE model prediction (local chromatin accessibility) of branch-primed genes increased before cortex commitment,
correlating with accessibility topic a4. e, Driver transcription factor analysis of branch-primed medulla versus cortex
genes. Branch-primed cortex genes showed regulation by Rbpj, effector of Notch signaling, while branch-primed
medulla genes showed regulation by Smad5 and Smad2/3, effectors of Bmp and Tgf-β signaling. f, Model for
regulation of fate commitment in hair follicle depending on activation of distinct signaling pathways. Accessibility topic
a4 opens chromatin around branch-primed genes at branch point between lineages. Depending on signal, branchprimed lineage-specific genes are expressed, enforcing lineage commitment.

Branch-primed genes that were subsequently conditionally expressed in medulla or
cortex appeared to respond to a regulator of medulla or cortex fate commitment. MIRA pISD
implicated Notch effector Rbpj as a top regulator of branch-primed cortex genes and Bmp/Tgf-βinduced Smad5/Smad2/3 as regulators of branch-primed medulla genes (Fig. 4e, Extended
Data Fig. 5f), consistent with expression of genes associated with these factors’ induction.
(Extended Data Fig. 4b). Thus, MIRA determined that cells at the branch point have a chromatin
state permissible to multiple fates, described by transitory accessibility topic a4, ultimately
driven to medulla or cortex through the subsequent addition of a fate-defining signal, namely
Bmp/Tgf-β or Notch22,27,28 (Fig. 4f).
Overall, leveraging MIRA to systematically contrast expression and accessibility at single
cell and locus resolution in the hair follicle revealed the fate commitment mechanism regulating
the medulla and cortex lineages.
MIRA captured two distinct spatiotemporal axes of differentiation in the interfollicular
epidermis
We next applied MIRA to a separate system in the same dataset3, the interfollicular epidermis
(IFE). Two spatial axes of differentiation specify the IFE, one controlling the differentiation of
basal stem cells into increasingly superficial epidermal layers (epidermal stratification axis) and
another controlling basal cell invagination and follicular formation (follicular axis)29 (Fig. 5a). The
latent structure of MIRA’s joint topic representation again mimicked the spatial layout of this
differentiation system, reconstructing the two axes of differentiation (Fig. 5b, Extended Data Fig.
6-7).
Furthermore, unlike prior reported analysis of this dataset3 that did not jointly model
expression and accessibility, MIRA identified two distinct basal-spinous-granular trajectories.
One trajectory, labeled “intermediate”, was more transcriptionally and epigenetically similar to
upper hair follicle structures, suggesting these cells were spatially proximal to the hair follicle
and subject to more pro-follicular regulation. These “intermediate” basal cells showed activation
of Egr2 expression and motifs, previously implicated in epidermal proliferation and wound
healing30 (Extended Data Fig. 8a-b). By contrast, basal cells distant from the hair follicle showed
stronger expression of Thbs1, consistent with prior work29 that identified two distinct populations
of basal cells with Thbs1 marking those distant from the hair follicle. Each of these two distinct
basal cell niches produced their own columns of epidermal strata, which was captured by MIRA
joint topic modeling.
Notably, the UMAP projection based only on expression obfuscated these distinct
trajectories (Fig. 5c). RNA features were sufficient to distinguish the multi-stage transitions
governing each basal-spinous-granular transformation but could not detect the lineage histories
of each population. The accessibility-only representation, however, successfully aligned cells
along lineages according to their distinct epigenetic characteristics (Fig. 5d). Projected together,
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the joint representation preserved the structure of the accessibility mode while integrating
information of shared transcriptional identity from expression topics (Fig. 5b). In particular,
expression topic e13 established cells with granular identities and captured co-upregulation of
hallmark genes29 marking epidermal terminal differentiation (Fig. 5e-f).

Fig. 5 | MIRA joint representation reconstructed complex multi-axis differentiation in the IFE. a, Anatomical
model of mouse keratinocyte differentiation along epidermal and follicular axes. b, UMAP calculated from MIRA joint
expression and accessibility topic representation. Dotted lines show constructed lineage structure resulting from two
axes of differentiation. c, UMAP calculated from MIRA expression topics alone. d, UMAP calculated from MIRA
accessibility topics alone. e, Activation of intermediate granular expression topic e8 on joint representation UMAP. f,
Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment of top genes from intermediate granular expression topic e8. g, Two separate
terminal states were identified from Markov chain model of differentiation starting from basal cells labeled “Start
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state”. h, Stream graph of accessibility topic compositions of basal-spinous-granular (top) and intermediate basalspinous-granular (bottom) lineages. Top enriched factors shown in boxes with color indicating source topics.

The lineage tree inferred from the joint topic representation revealed both the shared
and lineage-specific regulators shaping the spatial programs of the two basal-spinous-granular
trajectories (Fig. 5g-h, Extended Data Table 3-4). Visualizing state changes through
accessibility topics identified the shared regulatory influence of Hes on basal cells, followed by
Pou2f3 on spinous cells and terminating in Grhl and C/ebp23,31 on granular cells in both
trajectories. By contrast, lineage-specific accessibility topics distinguished the influence of Klf4
motifs23 in “intermediate” spinous and granular cells, as opposed to Gata3 influence32 in
granular cells arising from Thbs1+ basal cells more distant from the hair follicle.
We observed that expression in terminal populations was significantly enriched for NITE
regulation, especially in terminal genes differentially-expressed between lineages (p<0.05,
Wilcoxon) (Extended Data Fig. 8c-f). Again, terminal fate chromatin accessibility appeared to
specify the available cell states, while transcription ultimately depended on additional spatial or
signaling queues. Overall, MIRA elucidated the shared and lineage-specific mechanisms of
differentiation along two parallel trajectories with distinct spatial regulation within the IFE.
MIRA elucidated regulators driving key fate decisions in embryonic brain development
We next applied MIRA to an embryonic brain dataset (assayed on a different platform, 10x
Multiome)14 to determine the key factors driving the decision between inhibitory and excitatory
neuronal fates, the balance of which is critical for normal brain development. In contrast to
separate analyses of expression and accessibility, MIRA joint topic modeling constructed a high
fidelity lineage tree demonstrating continuous flow from common progenitors to either astrocytes
or neuronal progenitors that subsequently branched into inhibitory or excitatory neurons (Fig.
6a-b, Extended Data Fig. 9).
MIRA’s high fidelity lineage tree was crucial to precisely contrasting the dynamics of
expression and accessibility across the developmental continuum (Fig. 6c, Extended Data Fig.
10-13). The major expression topic e3 defining commitment to neuronal progenitors rather than
astrocytes was enriched for cell cycle genes, likely reflecting the expansion of neuronal
populations prior to commitment to the inhibitory or excitatory fate (Extended Data Fig. 12,
Table 5). Subsequent inactivation of cell cycle topic e3 aligned with activation of accessibility
topic a2, which was enriched for motifs of Ascl1, a pioneering transcription factor in neural
progenitors known to promote cell cycle exit and differentiation33 (Fig. 6c; Extended Data Fig.
12, Table 6). Ascl1 motifs were also enriched in the early inhibitory accessibility topic a4,
consistent with Ascl1’s key role in inhibitory neuron differentiation34 (Fig. 6c-d, Extended Data
Table 6).
In the alternative trajectory towards the excitatory fate, early excitatory accessibility topic
a6 demonstrated depletion of Ascl1 motifs coordinated with increased Neurod1 motifs (Fig. 6ce, Extended Data Table 6). Ascl1 and Neurod1 belong to separate subgroups of basic helixloop-helix transcription factors35; and Neurod1 promotes differentiation into excitatory neurons,
while Ascl1 specifies inhibitory neurons34.
MIRA topics contrasted the temporal progression of specification initiated by inhibitorydriving Ascl1 or excitatory-driving Neurod1. The inhibitory trajectory activated inhibitory
maturation-driving Bdnf signaling36, culminating in the activation of GABA synapse components
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that define the terminal inhibitory fate (topic e13) (Fig. 6c; Extended Data Fig. 12, Table 5-6).
Consistently, aligned terminal inhibitory accessibility topic a10 was enriched for Egr1 motifs, a
downstream Bdnf effector that directly activates GABAergic neurotransmission genes37.

Fig. 6 | MIRA elucidated regulatory factors driving fate decisions at key developmental branch points in
embryonic brain development. a, Expression of marker genes for common progenitor Pax6+ cells and terminal
states of astrocytes, excitatory neurons, or inhibitory neurons. b, MIRA-inferred lineage tree and joint representation
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UMAP colored by inferred lineages. c, Stream graphs of expression and accessibility topic activation across
pseudolineage trajectory. Pathways activated in expression topics and motifs enriched in accessibility topics are
indicated by topic color. d, Activation of early inhibitory and early excitatory accessibility topics on joint representation
UMAP. e, Activation level of Ascl1 versus Neurod1 motif scores in each single cell along pseudolineage trajectory. f,
GO terms enriched in top 500 genes with NITE regulation where local chromatin accessibility state is insufficient to
predict expression. g, Correlation of LITE versus NITE model predictions of expression of example genes with LITE
versus NITE regulation.

The diverging excitatory branch first activated mitochondrial components important for
supporting neuronal metabolic demands (topic e14) followed by terminal activation of
glutamatergic synapse machinery, including glutamate transporters which uniquely distinguish
excitatory neurons (topic e20) (Fig. 6c; Extended Data Fig. 13a, Table 5). Aligned terminal
excitatory accessibility topic a13 was enriched for Mef2 motifs attributable to Mef2c given its
expression in the excitatory branch, consistent with its known role in maintaining the
excitatory/inhibitory balance by promoting excitatory differentiation38 (Fig. 6c; Extended Data
Fig. 13b, Table 6).
In summary, contrasting expression and accessibility topics on MIRA’s high fidelity joint
lineage tree revealed the key regulators driving cell fate decisions at the neuronal branch point
and exposed the subsequent temporal progression of specification into inhibitory or excitatory
neuronal fates.
MIRA revealed LITE and NITE genes in the embryonic brain
To determine LITE and NITE genes in the embryonic brain, we trained MIRA RP models for the
genes defining each expression and accessibility topic (Fig. 6f-g). Notable LITE genes included
fate-driving transcription factors with tight spatiotemporal regulation such as common progenitor
gene Pax6 and excitatory-promoting Mef2c. Conversely, NITE genes were enriched for cell
cycle machinery as well as neuronal differentiation gene batteries composed of neurotransmitter
and ion channel genes. Local chromatin landscape has been previously reported to have limited
contribution to the activation of cell cycle genes3, consistent with NITE regulation. This may
reflect a requirement for titration of genes governing each cell cycle stage that would be
incompatible with the time needed to remodel the local chromatin landscape. Similarly, synaptic
maintenance and plasticity may require fast-response regulation of neurotransmitter and ion
channel genes, reflected as NITE regulation.
Analogously to the hair follicle and IFE, expression topics describing the neuronal
progenitors were significantly enriched for LITE regulation, whereas after commitment to the
excitatory or inhibitory fate, topics were significantly enriched for NITE regulation (p<0.05,
Wilcoxon) (Extended Data Fig. 13c). Neuronal progenitor and early inhibitory regulator Ascl1 is
known to be a pioneering transcription factor that remodels the chromatin landscape to regulate
its targets33,39. By contrast, terminal inhibitory regulator Egr1 was previously reported to have
non-pioneer-like properties40. Notably, targets predicted by MIRA pISD to be downstream of
Ascl1 demonstrated significantly stronger LITE regulation than predicted Egr1 targets,
potentially reflective of local chromatin remodeling by pioneering Ascl1 driving their expression
(p<0.05, Wilcoxon) (Extended Data Fig. 13d).

Discussion
In sum, MIRA leverages cell-level topic modeling and gene-level RP modeling to rigorously
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contrast the spatiotemporal dynamics of single cell transcription versus chromatin accessibility
to reveal how these mechanisms interact to orchestrate key fate decisions in developmental
trajectories. In each system we analyzed, MIRA demonstrated the power of joint topic modeling
of expression and accessibility data to infer high fidelity lineage trees that accurately captured
complex spatiotemporal axes of differentiation. Mapping expression and accessibility topics onto
the joint lineage tree illuminated the key regulators driving fate decisions at pivotal lineage
branch points.
MIRA contrasted the dynamics of transcription and local chromatin accessibility to define
the chromatin differential at each gene locus, revealing discrete gene modules regulated by
primarily LITE or NITE mechanisms. Intriguingly, in all three systems that we tested from the
skin3 and brain14 datasets, earlier-expressed genes were enriched for LITE regulation. LITE
regulation of earlier-expressed genes may reflect the importance of strict regulation requiring
extensive chromatin remodeling for their expression followed by strong silencing in fates where
their aberrant expression would have devastating consequences. Conversely, gene batteries
important for maintaining terminal cell function were less reliant on local chromatin remodeling
for their regulation, suggesting larger influence by mechanisms such as cell signaling that allow
titration of transcription to fulfill fluctuating cell needs.
Among NITE-regulated genes, we also noted genes with primed accessibility at lineage
branch points that showed subsequent lineage-specific activation in response to a fate-defining
force such as signaling, presumably via binding or activation of a factor with minimal impact on
local accessibility. In these cases, accessibility appeared to reflect a plastic cell identity
encoding the available transcriptional states of the cell where ultimate transcription ensued in
response to the cell’s spatial or signaling niche. Future work is warranted to further determine
the logic of when cells employ LITE versus NITE mechanisms to regulate distinct cellular
processes.
In conclusion, MIRA leverages principled probabilistic cell-level topic modeling and
gene-level RP modeling to precisely contrast the spatiotemporal dynamics of transcription and
local chromatin accessibility at unprecedented resolution. MIRA thereby exposes the key
regulators driving fate decisions at lineage branch points and reveals the distinct circuitry
regulating fate commitment versus terminal identity. MIRA thus represents a much-needed
computational tool for deeply integrated analysis of the rapidly expanding wealth of multimodal
data in the single cell field. Moving beyond visualization, MIRA enables rigorous interrogation of
the transcriptional and epigenetic mechanisms interacting to drive dynamic biological systems.

Methods
Complete methods available in Extended Data.
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